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New Hamilton Bank Note Error

George W. Brett
510 21st St., N.W.,
The first value of the Hamilton Bank Note series to reach the Canal Zone
Washington, D. C. 20006
was the 2 centavos. The first 20,000 copies arrived in October, 1906 and had
Only a short report this time as our the CANAL ZONE overprint reading up. ""oen the second shipment arrived
Secretary is reporting the discussions in November, it was noticed that the overprint read down. For some reason
at the Atlantic City meeting of March the printer had reversed the plate. It has been established through study of
22nd.
the broken letters that the same plate
\Ve have made one additional com- was used for both printings.
mittee appointment since our last reThe Director of Posts ordered that
port. Hugh W. Cassibry has very all future printings should be made
kindly consented to head up a Com- with the overprint reading down and
mittee on Postal Markings. This is a that an additional 30,000 copies be
big, almost untouched, field. Hugh overprinted reading up so that co1- ...
11 h h
FIgure 1. CANAL only on rIght hand
ill
.
_~_ ~certaI_n ~~pre:~~e ~.:. :,.: ,_~~~",~le~to~~S2.!lld.BtlEf1:ms~
~S}p£l~~:Qies. ,~s.taroPA"~,,",~.=·~ ;c""",~.",., '-'--_-'- - .
lle can get; please glve TIml a nand
as' desired. In .spite of his effort, No.
Rarities
when you have information so that he 21- with the overprint reading up is a
"Ve
conclude
the story of the three
will not feel all alone!
moderately difficult stamp to find tomajor errors which occur on the 20¢
Committee on Overprinted
day. It has also been distinguished by value of the 1925-1928series with the
U. S. Issues
the fact that until now it was the only
sharp A. In the last two issues we
George W. Brett, Chainnan
Hamilton Bank Note major number have discussed the ZONE CANAL er1914 Dues, Scott No. ]1-J3.
without major errors. The normal ror and the inverted CANAL error.
(continued)
stamp is on soft paper and with a 7.2
The method of overprinting used mm spacing as are all of the early This stamp is also known with ZONE
inverted, No. 92b. This error is shown
for this issue and the small quantities printings of this issue.·The only minor
in Fig. 2. It occurs in position 76 of
issued suggests that the pane positions variety that has been reported is a
as well as the plate number positions 6.7 mm spacing instead of the normal the lower left pane with plate number
are restricted. Our records so indieate, 7.2 mm spacing between CAN~L and 16648.This is the same pane that also
contains the ZONE CANAL error in
but we are certain that additions can ZONE. This abnormal spacing occurs
position
91. This error occurs in the
be made to our records and the final in one or more unknQwn positions on
first printing of this value with very
picture may be different.
the sheet.
(Continued on page 14)
The following plate numbers have
The major error which is shown in
been seen:
Figure 1 occurs on the right hand
NOTE: All of the articles ap1c: 5510, 5522, 5534, 5541.
stamp of the strip of three. This stamp
pearing in this and future issues
2c; 6703, 6704, 6705, 6706.
shows CANAL only. This error was
of The Canal Zone Philatelist
10c: 5525, 5532, 5540, 6555.
caused by some foreign piece of paper
. have been written by the Editor,
Only bottom and right side plate coming between the type and the
Gilbert N. Plass, unless a by-line
positions have been noted for the lc. stamp, as there is a weak uninked im~
indicates otherwise. Col. James
Thus only lower right panes were pression of ZONE on the stamp.
De V os$ has agreed to maintain
overprinted and one such complete Nevertheless, this is a legitimate
close liaison with our printer in
pane is known. Bottom, left, and right CANAL only error and has been isState College. We wish to thank
positions are known for the 2c. A sued certificate No. 4573 by the A. P.
him for making the quarterly
lower left pane of the 2c is known, S. Expertization Service. Only this
mailings from his post office.
(Continued on page 19)
one copy of this error is known.
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Rarities ( Continued

from page 1.3)

Figure 2.

No. 92b.

worn type. Many minor varietiE:Jsof
alignment occur in this sheet. As can
be seen from the figure both CANAL
and ZONE in the sixth vertical row
(the row with the ZONE inverted
error) are set too high compared with
the same words in the fifth and seventh vertical rows. Thus the words
CANAL and'ZONE are not arranged
in straight horizontal lines. Not more
than five copies are known of No. 92b.

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
Introduction
By far the most complete manuscript ever written about Canal Zone stamps was The
Story OJ Canal Zone Stamps by Philip L. Dade and Gustavo Schay. They started the study
of the official records early in 1945 through the courtesy of Mr. C. M. Lupfer, Assistant
Executive Secretary of The Panama Canal. They found much information in the official
files about Canal Zone stamps, much of it previously unknown. This data was combined
with the information which Mr. Schay had accumulated about the stamps as an avid
student of the overprints and early issues of both Panama and the Canal Zone. Many other
people cooperated on this manuscript. George Brett contributed most of the information of
the United States overprinted issues. E. I. P. Tatelman contributed material for a number
of sections.
The extent of the manuscript is indicated by the fact that it covers 535 typewritten
pages! Although the manuscript was completed in 1950, it was never published. Chambers
Stamp Journal of Kalamazoo, Michigan started the task but did not finish it before they
finally discontinued their own stamp publication business. Unable to recover the original
manuscript, the authors accepted the offer of assistance from James T. DeVoss, then a
major stationed in Hawaii who was chairman of the Canal Zone Study Group. A trip to
Kalamazoo proved successful as Col. DeVoss gained possession of the Dade-Schay manuscript after reimbursing Chambers for the halftone cuts which had already been prepared.
Although the CZSG had hoped to publish the manuscript, it was soon obvious that a
complete revision would be necessary because of the many changes in the assignment of
major numbers in the Canal Zone section of the Scott Specialized Catalogue. The dormant
period of CZSG activities followed and the task was left in abeyance.
Before returning the manuscript to the authors, Col. DeVoss retyped it making a
total of s~ven copies. Several CZSG members have been privileged to have copies of this
manuscript through the courtesy of Col. DeVoss and the authors and that has been the
extent of its circulation.
Your Editor has felt strongly that the information in this manuscript must be made
available to the present generation of Canal Zone collectors. He brought this matter to the
attention of CZSG members at the Atlantic City meeting in 1969. Unfortunately it is not
just a question of publishing the manuscript in its present form. Much new information has
been obtained about Canal Zone stamps in the twenty years since the manuscript was
finished. Your Editor has volunteered to revise the manuscript and has enlisted the aid of
specialists in the various issues. In particular James Helme is helping with his vast knowledge
of the overprints on Panama issues. Richard Salz will help with some of the technical details in preparing the book. Others who feel that they have new knowledge or previously
unlisted varieties should get in touch \vith your Editor.
We are beginning by publishing a detailed check list in the pages of CZP. This list
starts with Scott No. 31. The present plan is to continue through the modem issues and
then to return and finish with the issues from No. I to 2Q. We want to publish the check
list in CZP first so that members who have unlisted varieties can report them now. No
varieties will be listed unless the stamps or a first quality photograph of them is sent to
your Editor. Any stamps of more than nominal value should be sent by registered mail.
If you want them returned by registered mail, you must provide sufficient return postage
- .and return postage in any case would be appreciated. All material will be returned
promptly. We want to list all known varieties for each stamp except minor broken letters.
We would also welcome information on dated covers or used singles which would help
establish some of the disputed delivery dates.
As each section of the check list is published, we will also complete the corresponding
chapter in the book giving the complete history of the issue. A few of these will be published in CZP, but most will appear only in the final book. Philatelic publishing is always
a money losing proposition. We do not know at this point exactly how this book will be
published. We do hope that it will eventually appear through a combination of support
from individual collectors plus possible support from our own CZSG and other philatelic
organizations.
The check list of the American Bank Note issues of 1909-1921 uses information from
the Dade-Schay manuscript and an article by Col. James T. DeVoss which started in the
Sept. 29, 1951 issue of Stamps. The list has been revised and rewritten by James B. Helme
and Gilbert N. Plass.

Varieties

The American Bank Note Issues of 1909 - 1921

A prominent misplaced entry occurs
on the 2¢ Goethals stamp, No. 106.
This variety is shown in Figure 3. It
occurs in position 19 of the upper

The 'American Bank Note Issues of 1909-1921 were overprinted on the 1909 Panama
Issue, Scott No. 197-198, 200-201, and 213. The latter was not issued in Panama until
1916. They were all engraved and printed by The American Bank Note Company of New
York in sheets of 100, perforated 12, with perforations and margins around the entire sheet.
The imprint of the company was included below the frame of each stamp. Any Ic or 2c
stamps of this series with natural straight edges came from booklet panes.

(Continued

on page 15)
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Four of the five different CANAL ZONE type faces were overprinted on the stamps
by the American Bank Note Company. The third type, Type III, was overprinted on
Panama stamps obtained from Panama to meet immediate postal needs on two different
occasions. This overprinting was 'done by the Panama Canal Zone Press at Mount Hope,
Canal Zone.
Most of the values had more than one printing from the Panama plate and most of
these printings can only be distinguished by minor differences in inking, color, or paper.
Some printings can only be determined from dated used examples on or off cover, and some
printings can be distinguished by the CANAL ZONE overprint spacing.
The Panama stamps were printed in two colors. The vignettes were black and the
frames were printed with a different color for each value. The descriptions of the ba~ic
Panama stamps are as follows:
Ie, dark green frame, vignette in black: head of Vasco Nunez de Balboa.
2c, vermilion frame, vignette in black: head of Fernandez de Cordoba.
5c, dark blue frame, vignette in black: head of Justo Arosemena.
8c, violet frame, vignette in black: head of Manuel J. Hurtado.
10c, dark violet frame, vignette in black: head of Jose de Obaldia.
The CANAL ZONE overprints were in two lines of Roman capitals and were placed
vertically reading up on all values. Traditionally many Canal Zone specialists have used
the types of the CANAL ZONE overprint as the distinguishing feature by which the
stamps of this, the Seventh Series, have been considered. Further specialization is possible
for the various' printings of certain values for each CANAL ZONE type.
The five different type faces, Types I - V, are listed with the values on which each
type was overprinted. Some, but not all, of the printings are mentioned where their differences might be important for identification purposes.

Scott No. 31-35
Type I (1909-1911): Overprint is in boldface capitals with the follOwing characteristics:
CANAL 10.5 to 11.0 mm long; ZONE 8.5 mm long; C with serifs at the top and
bottom; L, Z, and E with slanting serifs.

Varieties (ContitJued

Figure 3.

from page 14)

No. 106 with misplaced entry.

left pane of plate 115186.This stamp
is entered too far to the left. This variety is prominent enough that it can
easily be seen with the naked eye.
This is the only major variety of this
type known to your Editor on the
Bureau issues of the Canal Zone. Can
any member report any other such
varieties?
Two interesting varieties of the l¢
Gorgas stamp, No. 105, are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. The first of these figures

1 Centavo, Type I, No. 31
Normal spacing 10.0 mm. First issued Nov. 8, 1909. Three printings with five deliveries.
Total issued: 4,000,000.
Oct. 1, 1909 and Feb. 2, 1910: 300,000 + 700,000 = 1,000,000.
_SepL12,

19~O=-l,OOQ,OOO

July 29 and Aug. 22, 1911: 700,000 + 1,300,000 ;::: 2,000,000.
a. Inverted center and overprint reading down. (3 used copies known; one of these is
creased and with lower right corner torn and replaced.)
b. CANAL only.
c. Booklet pane of 6 handmade, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped.
(126,000) (Quantities for all booklet panes are the number of panes of 6 issued.)
Other varieties:
1. Length of CANAL: 10.5 mm.
11.0 mm.
(The 10.5 mm CANAL is probably from the early printings.)
2. Broken bottom bar of E in ZONE; appears to be ZONF.
3. Spacing varieties: 10.5 mm.
9.2 mm.
4. Vertical perforations nearly through the center of the stamp; overprint varieties
possible are (Note that overprint is correctly placed, but appears to read as fonows due to
misplaced perforations):
CANAL ZONE
ZONE CANAL
ZONE only (from the tenth vertical row)
5. E of ZONE under L of CANAL.
6. Z of ZONE under C of CANAL•

Figure 4.
margin.

No. 105 with imperforate

shows a block of 12 stamps which is
completely imperforate in the margin.
This block is from plate number
115183. Note the initials R. F. W. in
the right margin which stand for the
name of the plate finisher at the Burreau of Engraving and Printing, who
was Ralph F. Wurtz.
Figure 5 shows the result of a paper

. 2 Centavos, Type I, No. 32
Normal spacing 8.5 mm. First issued Nov. 8, 1909. Three printings with five deliveries.
Total issued: 4,000,000 of which 1,000,000 were overprinted on an analine inked Panama
printing.
Oct. I, 1909 and Feb. 2, 1910: 300,000 + 700,000 = 1,000,000 analine inked.
Sept. 12, 1910: 1,000,000.
July 29 and Aug. 22, 1911: 350,000 + 1,650,000 ;::: 2,000,000.
a. Vertical pair, imperforate horizontally. (20)
b. CANAL double.
c. Booklet pane of 6 handmade, perforated margins with one or more unsually clipped.
(109,200)
(Continued

on page

16)
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Figure 5.

No. 105 with paper crease.

crease that occured before the stamps
were printed. When the paper is
folded out, the stamps appear as
shown in the figure. Such varieties
are known on a number of United
States issues. However, only a few
such varieties have been reported for
the Canal Zone.

Auctions

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps (Continued from page 15)
Other varieties:
1. Length of CANAL: 10.5 mm.
11.0 mm.
2. Broken bottom bar of E in ZONE; appears to read ZONF.
3. Spacing variety: 9:2 mm spacing with 10.5 and 10.7 mm CANAL.
10.0 mm spacing with 10.5 mm CANAL.
4. CA on line lower than NAL in CANAL due to paper fold.
5. Booklet with cover marked for 1c value.
6. Analine ink.
7. CANAL completely missing; Z, part of 0, trace of N printed; due to paper fold.

5 Centavos, Type I, No. 33

Normal spacing 8.5 mm. First issued Nov. 8, 1909. Three printings with four deliveries.
Total issued: 2,000,000.
Oct. 1, 1909 and Feb. 2, 1910: 200,000 + 300,000 = 500,000.
Sept. 12, 1910: 500,000.
Aug. 22, 1911: 1,000,000.
a. Double overprint. (200)
Other varieties:
1. Length of CANAL: 10.5 mm.
11.0 mm.
2. Spacing variety: 9.2 mm spacing with 10.7 and 11.0 mm CANAL.

8 Centavos, Type I, No. 34

Spacing 8.5 mm with 10.5 mm CANAL. No spacing varieties known. First issued
March 18, 1910 to serve as the registration rate for the Canal Zone. This value was not
issued again until the anniversary issue of 1939. Two printings with two deliveries. Total
issued: 200,000.
Oct. 1, 1909: 100,000.
Se.(:4:.12, 1910: 100,000.
a. Vertical pair, upper stamp without overprint. The overprint was missing from the
top horizontal row of one sheet. (10)
Other varieties:
1. CANAL ZONE overprint on the tab of the bottom row (from the same sheet as
variety a.). (10)

10 Centavos, Type I, No. 35
Spacing 8.5 mmwith 10.5 mm CANAL. No spacing varieties known. First issued Nov.
8, 1909. One printing and delivery. Total issued: 100,000. Used for less than 15 months
and replaced by the 10 centavos of 1911.

Scott No. 38-41
Type II (1912-1917): Overprint in boldface capitals with the following characteristics:
CANAL 10.5 mm long; ZONE 8.5 mm long; C with serif at the top only; L and E
with vertical serifs.

1 Centavo, Type II, No. 38
Normal spacing on the first printing was 8.5 mm; on the other printings it was 9.2 mm.
First printing received July 2, 1913. Date of issue not known. The wider spacing was first
received May 2, 1914. One delivery of the first printing. Three deliveries of the two other
printings. Total issued: 3,000,000 of which 1,000,000 were from the first printing with 8.5
mm spacing and 2,000,000 were from the other printings with 9.2 spacing.
July 2, 1913: 1,000,000 (8.5 mm).
May 2, 1914: 1,000,000 (9.2 mm).
Oct. 25 and Dec. 7, 1915: 50,000 + 950,000 = 1,000,000 (9.2 mm)..
a. Vertical pair, upper stamp without overprint. The overprint was missing from the top
horizontal row of one sheet. 9.2 mm spacing. (10)
b. Booklet pane of 6, imperforate margins: 7.7 mm spacing. (120,000)
;. Booklet pane of 6 handmade, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped.
9.2 mm spacing (8.5 mm spacing may exist, but is unreported). (119,000)
Other varieties:
1. CANAL ZONE overprint on the tab of the bottom row (from the same sheet as
variety a.). 9.2 mm spacing. (10)
2. C of overprint only; ANAL and ZONE missing. Position 10 on one sheet. 9.2 mm
spacing.
3. E of ZONE below L of CANAL. 9.2 mm spacing.
4. Broken top bar of E in ZONE. 9.2 mm spacing..
5. Broken lower bar of E in ZONE. 9.2 mm spacing.
6. Bluish-white paper (normal color is yellowish). 8.5 mm spacing.
7. Spacing varieties: 8.5 mm (normal, first printing).
9.2 mm (normal, later printings).
9.7 mm in 8.5 mm setting.
( Continued in next issue)
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There were only a couple of auctions. during the past Quarter that contained important Canal Zone material.
Here are the prices paid for some of
the more interesting material. In each
case we list first the Scott catalogue
number, followed by the price realized and the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the auction catalogue. All items are unused unless
mentioned otherwise. Serious defects
are specifically mentioned. The prices
have all been rounded to the nearest
dollar.
On Jan. 15th H. R. Harmer sold one
of the newly discovered unused copies
of No. 9d for $900. We understand
that this was the last copy in good
condition.
The largest Canal Zone sale of the
quarter was held by Robert Siegel on
Jan. 23rd. The following items were
among those sold: No. 3a, $140 ($125);
3, blunted perfs., $42 ($48); 3, on cover, $110 ($140); 4 and 5 on cover, $35
($25); 6 on cover, $58 ($40); lOa, $32
($32); 12a
12b in block of 25, $35
($31); 12c, $85 ($80); 13c, block of 4,
$500 ($500); 14b, $70 ($70); 15, $440
($450); 15, vertical pair, one with PAN-.
AMA 15 mm long, $1300 ($925); 15,
block of 4, 2 copies with PANAMA
15 mm long, $2000 ($2500); 20d, $130
($150); 22a, $80 ($75); 23c, no gum,
$38 ($55); 24c, $80 ($100); 32c, $42
($50); 3ge, $42 ($35); 46a, $36 ($45);
46b, $38 ($42); 47, horizontal strip of
3, used, $60 ($68); 48, perfs. touch,
$58 ($75); 52a, $38 ($40); 53b, $68
($75); 53b, 2 errors in block of 8, $150
($150); 55b, $125 ($150); 56a, $35
($35); 56e, $62 ($70); 59, $35 ($35); 61a,
block of 4, $100 ($80); 62a, block of 4,
$42 ($34); 67a
67b in pair, $450
($400); 67a, block of 4, $425 ($500).
No. 7lb, in block of 10, $45 ($50);
84b, in pair,
7ld, $48 ($40); 84a
$180 ($195); 84b, $65 ($45); 85a, in
block of 6, $100 ($1l5); 86e, straight
edge, $36 ($35); 93, plate block of 6,
$19 ($20); C2, $24 ($22); J4, J6, J8-Il,
in blocks of 4, $85 ($103); J13, plate
block of 6, $60 ($75); J14, star plate
block of 6, $220 ($250); }17b, in block
of 4, $100 ($65); J19a, in block of 9,
$280 ($355); J20, plate block of 6, $105

+

+

+

(Continued on page 17)

Auctions -

SCADT A Stamp

(Continued

from page 16)

($110);U4, $32 ($35); U14, small nick
at edge, $52 ($55); UF1, $260 ($225);
UFl, used, $245 ($250); UX1a, $95
($75); UX2, first day cancel, $52;
UX2a, faint wrinkle, $68 ($45); UX5,
$115 ($90).
Vahan Mozian sold the following
on Jan. 30th: No. 14, strip of 3
single on cover, $18 ($10); 14b, $62
($70); 16b, in block of 6, $6 ($7); 18,
block of 12, 4 with PANAMA 15 mm
long, $118 ($136); 22, ONE in pair,
$10 ($8); 22, ANA in used pair, $16 .
($11);7lb, $32 ($40).
Earl P. L. Apfelbaum sold the following on Feb. 5th: No.1, inverted
V in PANAMA, used, $60 ($75); 120135, $18 ($42);CI5-20, $21 ($30).
The first copy of the 4¢ Thatcher
Bridge error with the silver bridge
omitted that has been offered at auction was sold for $2800 in the Robert
Siegel rarity sale of March 24th. This
price is remarkable since this stamp
was available, at least until quite reThis department has been advised that, effective June 1, 1925, letters intended
cently, from the original finder for
for forwarding via the Colombian air mail service between Barranquilla and interior points of Colombia should have affixed thereto, in the upper right-hand
$2000.According to the Stamp Wholecomer of the envelope, the necessary United States postage sta.."'llpS
and the special
saler, H. E. Harris has sold all ex.=..._
Colombian art mail stamps; ana the ""Upperieft hand comer should chear the
cept 16 of the original 50 copies of
words "Via Colombian Air Mail" (Correa Aerea), clearly written in green ink.
the error. It is not known what price
Green "stickers," which will be furnished to the purchasers of Colombian air
they are asking for the remaining
mail stamps, should also be attached to the envelope.
Postmasters at the office of origin should cancel the Colombian air mail
copies. This same Siegel sale constamps, as well as the United States postage stamps.
tained the famous 1856British Guiana
A translation of a notice received Nov. 23, 1926from Scadta is as follows: lc black on magenta, Scott No. 13,
We advise you to answer your mail taking advantage of the Colombian Aerial
which sold for $280,000.This unique
Transportation Service, as in this manner, you will SAVE AT LEAST 10 DAYS
stamp is often billed as "the world's
in receiving mail.....
(The envelopes) must carry the national postage of the
rarest stamp". Yet, as our detailed listcountry of origin, plus the corresponding aerial stamp, which may be obtained at
ing of Canal Zone stamps, which starts
the Agencies of the Scadta as per list hereunder.
in this issue of CZP shows, there are
MAlL: 30 c for every 20 grams, or fraction thereof.
a number of Canal Zone stamps for
A list of SCADTA agencies follows which lists offices in Europe and which only one copy is known.
America, including those in New York, Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, New
Orleans, Panama, and Colon, C. Z. The latter listing is "Colon, C. Z. Panama
Air Letter Sheet Errors
Agencies Co.". This office was probably actually in Panama, but was for the
convenience of Canal Zone residents. It would seem probable that this is the
In our last issue on page 5 we
company that issued the C. Z. handstamp overprints on SCADTA stamps, if showed an air letter sheet which was
these are genuine.
described as having the "red inOn Oct. 29, 1927, C. H. Calhoun, Director of Posts wrote to the Second verted". Robert C. Hooghkirk has
written to point out that it must be
Assistant Postmaster General, Washington, D. C. as follows:
the blue color which is inverted and
I am transmitting herewith a clipping from a local paper this date regarding
the red that is in the normal position.
the proposed "inauguration of an air mail and passenger service between Cristobal,
Canal Zone, and Barranquilla, Colombia.
A glance at the way the sheets are
Particular reference is made to the comment regarding the postage rates which
cut shows that he is correct. It is
are to be prepaid by the use of special stamps sold exclusively by the contracting
strange that these have been referred
company or its agents. The rates are the same as those effective for the conveyance
to incorrectly since their discovery,
of the mail from Barranquilla to points within the interior of Colombia. Such postbut from now on they will be "blue
age has been recognjzed by this service when articles are fully prepaid with local
inverted".
(Continued on page 18)

Two of our members have written at length about our article on the
SCADTA stamp in the Canal Zone Philatelist, Vol. 5, p. 1. Mr. J. B. Wright
of Panama questions the stamp shown in Figure 2 of the previous article,
since the SCADTA postmark is dated Aug. 24, 1928, which is before the 2¢
Edison stamp was issued. However, Mr. Brooks feels that this is an error in
inserting a wrong year date, which happens occasionally in this period. Mr.
Hugh Cassibry of the Canal Zone feels that this cover originated in the
United States where it was postmarked. He believes that it arrived in the
Canal Zone via one of the United Fruit Co. steamers. The purser on the
steamer delivered it to the SCADTA agent in Cristobal in accordance with
an agreement between the United States post office and Colombia made on
April 5, 1929.It was also canceled by the SCADTA agent in Colon. The cover
shown in Figure 1 of the previous article must have been dispatched by boat
to Barranquilla and then flown from there by SCADTA to Bogota. The red
SCADTA backstamp with the date of April 24th would be from that city. It is
puzzling that Panama would have turned this cover over to the SCADTA
agent for postmarking, since no agreements are known to this effect at this
early date.
Both Mr. Cassibry and Mr. Wright have sent copies of many .official
documents bearing on the early SCADTA service. We quote the most important parts from these documents:
Ex~ract of information contained in U. S. Postal Bulletin No. 13785,under
date of May 27, 1925,relating to letters intended for conveyance via Colombian
Air Mail.
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Secretary's Report

SCADTA

Stamp -

AHred R. Bew

(Continued from page 17)

29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. 1. 08401
Please do not forget to send in your
1970 dues. Also notify me promptly
of any change of address. The post
office does not forward copies of our
journal. Instead they are returned to

postage and prepared under the conditions prescribed by the contractor and as outlined on page 248 of the United States Postal Guide for July, 1927. All such mail
is dispatched to Barranquilla.

me.

A list of members and their desire
to exchange is being prepared. It will
also include a classification by states.
The handbooks and Canal Zone Notes
are still available as described in the
first issue. Many thanks to those attending the SOlEX meeting.

Circular No. 144 issued on Nov. 15, 1927by C. H. Calhoun states that:
I. An investigation by this office discloses that some post offices are not
complying with the instructions regarding the treatment of letters mailed locally
and intended for conveyance by air mail. ....
Colombian Air Mail.
(a) RATES: All articles to be prepaid with Canal Zone postage at prevailing rates and in addition shall have affixed on the address side the special
green sticker and the required amount of private air-mail postage stamps supplied
by the SCADTA air-mail contracting firm.
(b ) DISPATCH: All articles intended for conveyance by Colombian Air
Mail shall be dispatched to Cristobal irrespective of the local dispatching scheme
for ordinary mail. Such letters shall be tied out on top of packages to Cristobal
Des., under the proper case number.

A trial flight from Colombia to Cristobal and return was made on March
27, 1929 and returned on March 30th without mail. Another plane arrived on
April 3rd. According to the Panama American:
Working the cables until early this morning, the United Fruit Company received authorization today to deliver approximately 150 pounds of Scadta mail
brought here yesterday on the S. S. Sixaola, to Scadta's fiscal agent on the Canal
Zone to be forwarded by airmail to Colombia and Ecuador.

Under date of April 8, 1929, F. H. Wang, Acting Director of Posts wrote
a memorandum to the executive secretary as follows:
This Space

Intentionally
Blank

SOJEX 1970
by Alfred

R. Bew

1. The instructions contained in Colonel Schley's memorandum to you under
date of April 6th pertaining to the carrying of mail by planes of the Scadta Company have been noted and the following detailed procedure concerning the handling of this mail, if approved by you, wilLbe followed by this office:
(a) Mail with Scadta stamps only, or with Canal Zone stamps and Scadta
stamps, mailed in the Canal Zone or received in the Canal Zone from other countries, destined to Colombia, will be dispatched to Colombia by steamer, except as
noted in paragraph (b).
(b) Mail with Scadta and Canal Zone stamps destined to Colombia addressed in care of the Scadta agents at Cristobal or elsewhere in the Canal Zone
or Panama will be delivered as addressed to the Scadta agents on the theory that
it is the desire of the senders of such mail matter to have delivery effected to the
local Scadta agents.
( c) As concerns mail matter posted in the Republic of Panama with Scadta
stamps affixed, it is understood that there will be no objection to the delivery of
such matter to the Scadta planes in the Canal Zone provided such mail is delivered
to the planes in the usual sealed sacks. Such matter will not be delivered through
Canal Zone post offices but delivery to the planes will be effected by the agents
of the Panama postal service.

The CZSG meeting in conjunction
with SOIEX at Atlantic City on
March 22, 1970 was attended by 16
members. The question of chapters of
the CZSG was discussed and it was
agreed that they could help our group.
Mr. Edward S. Conger was made an
Honorary Member of the CZSG. A
number of the items which have apOn July 25, 1929 Mr. Calhoun wrote a letter stating that until a contract
peared in the Canal Zone Philatelist
is made between SCADTA and the Bureau of Posts that it will not be poswere discussed at the meeting. Great
sible to send mail from the Canal Zone to Colombia by SCADTA Airways
interest was shown in these articles,
planes.
Instead the letters are sent by boat to Colombia. However, he states
which we think is a tribute to the
that the United Fruit Company is delivering mail from its steamers directly
writers and to our Editor. George
to the SCADTA Company..
Campbell showed slides of his Canal
On Oct. 14, 1929 Mr. Calhoun wrote to the Second Assistant Postmaster
Zone collection. He offered to lend
General,
Washington, D. C. that:
the slides to any group interested in
.....
mail reaches the Canal Zone via steamer and becomes airmail matter
seeing them.
locally by affixing and cancellation of Canal Zone air mail stamps.
Next year our group will meet in
The same conditions apply in respect to air mail letters bearing the SCADTA
Washington, D. C. at NAPEX on Satair mail postage. Dispatches are received by such planes on Wednesdays and Fridays ·containing letters originating in Colombia that have been given air service
urday afternoon, May 22, 1971.
Editor's Note: Congratulations to
Al Bew on winning the Grand Award
at SO lEX with his Canal Zone collec.iion.

to the Canal Zone via the SCADTA planes and Canal Zone air mail stamps are
affixed to cover their onward transportation by air to Miami. This mail likewise
should be considered as of Canal Zone origin as no mail has yet been received
from Colombia via Pan American planes .
(Continued 011 page 19)
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Overprinted

SCADTA Stamp (Continued from page 18)

U.S. Issues _

(Continued

S. C. Russell, Post Office Inspector, wrote on Feb. 27, 1930 a memorandum for Director of Posts which stated that:

from page 13)

but one can only speculate as to which
pane corresponds to the reported side
position. An example was in the first
For some six years we have accepted such mail (Editor: for forwarding by
Conger sale and, while one can asSCADTA within Colombia) without question to be forwarded in special packages
by steamer to Colombian ports and as no objections have been raised to the clearsume that the LR pane is indicated as
ance of the SCADTA planes trom Canal waters it appears that we might authorfor the other two denominations, it is
ize the acceptance of such letters to be delivered through the post office box at
a pure guess at this point. The lOc is
Cristobal rented by the Company's agents.
known in a lower right pane and botOn March 11, 1930, Mr. Calhoun wrote to all postmasters in Circular tom and right side number positions.
No. IS:
Actually there is a little more to be
said
on these plates. They are all of
Letters with SCADTA postage affixed not dispatched by air trom the Canal
Zone.
400 subjects and the lc and lOc plates
1. In view of the numerous inquiries regarding the status of the SCADTA
bore Imprint Type X in the U.S. classervice to and trom the Canal Zone the follOwing information is furnished for the
sification of such markings developed
guidance of all postal employees:
by
the Bureau Issues Association
( a) Letters prepaid at the regular postage rate and having SCADTA postage
many years ago. This is the same style
affixed are not entitled to dispatch from the Canal Zone by air. Such letters will go
forward by steamer to the proper exchange office of destination in Colombia or
of imprint as the Scott's United States
Ecuador and thence forwarded by air to the office of destination.
Stamp Catalogue Specialized shows
(b) Letters properly prepaid with both Canal Zone air mail postage and
as Type V on p. 67 of their 1970 edihaving SCADTA stamps affixed will be forwarded by Pan-American plane to
tion;
it is identical to the upper imColombia or Ecuador and thence handled by the SCADTA company.
print illustrated on p. 82 of the same
2. The foregoing refers to letters intended for dispatch frgm the Canal Zone.
1970 edition. As shown on the latter
Those received through the SCADTA service trom Colombia or Ecuador should
be handled in the usual manner if prepaid at the usual postage rate by Colombian
page these C. Z. overprinted plates
postage in addition to the SCADTA postage. Such letters as contain, in addition,
have an open star between the Bureau
Canal Zone air mail postage, shall be postmarked and dispatched as if originating
of
Engraving and Printing's imprint
in the Canal Zone.
and the plate numbers. The star
3. Postmasters and postal employees shall give this matter such publicity as
may be necessary for those who deposit SCADTA letters in the Canal Zone post
plates, of course, provide the 2 mm.
offices -under the misapprehension that -they Willoe illspatcneaoy air from~
ana~ mm:-spacmgs oetween -vertica1
Canal Zone.
rows of designs and that is the reaOn June 2, 1930, Mr. Calhoun writes that air mail can now be dispatched son for these listings in the catalog.
The plates for the 2c dues however
by planes of the SCADTA line from the Colon post office with Panama postage,
but can not be sent from the Canal Zone.
show the plate number only. While
On Oct. 30, 1930 Messrs. Boyd Brothers were appointed by SCADTA to the plates have the uniform "A" spacact as their "agents in the Canal Zone and that in this capacity they will handle ings between vertical rows, instead of
those of the star plates, even that
the sale of SCADTA stamps."
designation does not show, as all
On June 25, 1931, Mr. Calhoun writes in Circular No. 36 that on June 15,
plates were being so made in the
1931 the United States Post Office Department entered into an agreement by Bureau at that time and identification
which air mail would be exchanged with Colombia, with Pan-American flying
the mail from the Isthmus to the coastal cities of Colombia and SCADTA was no longer necessary.
The locations of the imprints and
handling the mail in the interior of Colombia. The' rate was lO¢ per halfnumbers are as we described them
ounce to the Colombian air ports of call and 25¢ per half-ounce for letters
previously for the 1904 issue overgiven air transportation by SCADTA. The circular states that:
printed on U. S. However, as we are
All letters shall be prepaid with Canal Zone postage. The use of SCADTA.
dealing with lower right panes instead
postage has been discontinued and the green SCADTA labels or stickers are not
of
IQwer left panes the symmetry is
required under the new arrangement.
a bit different. The bottom imprint,
The final letter is dated on Dec. 4, 1931from Gerald D. Bliss, Postmaster, star, and number will be under vertiCristobal, who writes that SCADTA wants to redeem $513.80in face value of cal rows, 5, 6, and 7 from the left and
the old 20¢ air mail stamps. He recommends that this request be honored the right side imprint, star and numsince SCADTA had been purchasing an average of approximately $2000 per ber will be alongside rows 5, 6, and
month of Canal Zone air mail stamps to sell with their own at interior points 7 from the top. For the 2c the plate
of Colombia. With the new agreement not to use SCADTA stamps they also number is five stamps in from the
had no further use for the Canal Zone stamps.
outside plate comer in each direction.
Again many thanks to Mr. Cassibry who sent copies of most of these Thus for the lower left pane the actual
documents and to Mr. Wright who sent copies of the many documents dated positions of the plate numbers would
1930 and 1931.
be alongside stamps No. 51 and 95.
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"
CANAL ZONE STUDY CROUP
Treasurer's Report
For Calendar Year 1969

Committee on Postal Stationery
J. W. Brumbaugh
P. O. Box 341
Hopkins, Minn. 55343
The CZSG and the United Postal
Stationery Society (UPSS) have jointly been preparing material to update
the Canal Zone section of the 1957
U. S. Possessions Postal Stationery
Catalogue edited by the late George
C. Slawson. The addendum has now
been printed in the May-June, 1970
issue of the UPSS bimonthly journal
Postal Stationery. It lists, but does not
price, the 54 stationery items which
have been issued since 1957. Photographs and a tabulation of pertinent
features assist users in identifying the
embossed stamp dies as well as the
surcharge dies. A copy will be mailed
to all CZSG members.
The addendum only updates the existing 1957 catalogue which is still
available from Van Dahl Publications,
Albany, Oreg.

New Airmail Stamp Booklet
The new 10¢ airmail stamp booklet
was placed on sale in the Canal Zone
on Feb. 18, 1970. Each booklet contains 5 panes of 4 stamps. The blank
margin of these booklets is always on
the left side. There are four minor varieties of these booklets which have
been seen by your Editor: 1. margin
blank; 2. 0.5 mm long black bar at
bc>ttom of margin; 3. 19.5 mm long
orange bar near center of margin; 4.
18.5 mm long black bar starting at top
of margin. On all copies seen so far
varieties 1-3 have the margin cut 1415 mm to left of the end of stamp design, while variety 4 has it cut about
11 mm to left of the end of stamp design. Who can tell us the reasons for
these markings and the plate layout?

WANTED:
A BAKER'S DOZEN
. of Perf. P's that is! I need No.
46, 67, 69, 72, 76, 93, 102, 104, 114,
and Cl - 4. Will buy or trade other
P's or Canal Zone material - and
throw in a nice bonus. \Vhat do you
need?

Wm. U. Sells
8520 Brookfield Ave.
Brookfield, Ill. 60513

Cash in Bank, January 1, 1969
Add: Receipts
Dues Collected
Sales of Publications
Advertising in "The Canal
Zone Philatelist"
Interest on Savings Account
Total Receipts
Total
Less: Disbursements
Printing of ''The Canal
Zone Philatelist"
1968
$437.25"
1969
907.00
Reprinting of "Canal
Zone Notes"
Secretary's Expenses
1968
100.00"
1969
50.00
Printing of Stationery
Postage and Mailing Permit
Miscellaneous Expenses
Total'Disbursements
Cash in Bank, December 31, 1969
The -foregoing balance consisted of the follOwing:
Cash in savings account
Cash in checking account
Total, as above

$1,079.92
$1,645.00
161.00
140.00
36.84

$1,982.64
$3,062.56

$1,344.25
152.60••••
150.00
83.21"

45.00
19.96
$1,795.02
~1,267.54••••••
$ 903.56
$ 363.98
$1,267.54

Notes
o'Although this item pertains to 1968, the invoice was not submitted for payment until 1969.
oOThis cost is being- recouped through sales of the publications.
OOOAll expenses applicable to 1969 were paid during the year except for a clain, of $13.40 received in
January 1970.

William R. Kuttner, Treasurer

When you have "Specialized" material to offer ....
. Sell your stamps through

the public auction which caters to

"Specialists" and accords them "Special" iistings.
Each Schiff Auction features:
SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, PLATE SINGLES & STRIPS,
COILS & BOOKLETS, COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, VARIETIES,
FREAKS & ERRORS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our commission is only 20%of the price realized
WE ALSO PURCHASE
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PUBLIC AUCTIONS - U. S. & FOREIGN STAMPS

536 WEST 1 11TH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10025

TEL. (212) 662-2777
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